Bouvierspecialty in Sweden.
Saturday june 17, 2017 I left Holland and had my flight to Linköping. Barbro Olsson picked me up at
the airport and after a long ride and beautiful sightseeing we arrived in Karlskoga.
At a lovely restaurant we had a great diner and lovely discussion about Bouviers and ofcourse other
breeds.
Sundaymorning Barbro picked me up at the hotel and we went to the showground, where I met my
Swedish collegue Eva Nielsen who was a n aspirant judge for the Australian Cattle Dogs and Bouviers
des Flandres.
I think there was a super entry of 30 Bouviers, in general I had some very nice quality but also
Bouviers with wishes.
I want to mention some Bouviers, who impressed me very much:
-

“Excerno Waltzin Watson af Vizzla” and “Excerno Whoop Whoop af Vizzla” the last became
best puppy.

In Junior males:
- Bouvpilot Sweet Revenge, (Second best male) already a high quality youngster who shows so
much breedtype. Everything is present he only need to become an adult with great future.
Best male
- Excerno Vengeance Verdi (Best male, BOB and also BIS) my first sentence in my critique “He
shouts breedtype. A male to be proud of.
Best Bitch
- Excerno Vintage Vizzla (Best bitch and BOS) Very lovely bitch so well constructed and so
much breed type.
About this weekend I have still some wishes of the Swedish Bouvier, namely take care of the
movement (specially behind).
Bouvier don’t have so much reach behind and it is a square built compact breed. Take care of the
coats and also about the stability characters. In breedstandard there is written a Bouvier must be
examined without any contact of his handler. So take care of it.
I want to thank you all for the lovely weekend in Sweden and perhaps we see eachother somewhere
else.
Best regards,

Rob Douma

Ps. I want to thank my super stewards Barbro Olsson and Ewa Haag for their splendid work in my ring

